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Adaptive Management Document vs. Implementation Plan

  - Describes the tools and process for making decisions on site work
    - Fairly detailed and technically robust
    - Used as reference for future decision makers
    - Not something you would look at all the time

- Implementation Plan (Last Draft June 2010)
  - Working document that identifies the work and LOE for a 1-5 year period
  - In sync with the Basin Commission workplan
PFT Process

- A number of PFT meetings held to discuss MAU Model, Simplified Tool and Draft Implementation Plan
- MAU and Simplified Tool are tools we have used to sort list of sites
- Received input on these tools during the PFT meetings
- Used these tools to develop several straw implementation plans

Implementation Plan for 2011

- Work for the Trust for 2011 evolved from priority sites in June 2010 Strawman Implementation Plan without water treatment and remedy protection
- Actions must have been within an existing decision document
- Documented in Basin Commission 1-year workplan
Implementation Plan for 2012

- Will reflect priority actions that are in the ROD Amendment.
- Will reflect input from the Basin Commission, PFT, and community
- Will be documented in a separate Implementation Plan for 2012
- Will provide direction to the Work Trust
- Will be in sync with the Basin Commission workplan

What Questions Do You Have?